
SpinCar Unveils New Conversational AI
Capabilities for Specialty Vehicle Dealers at
AIMExpo Las Vegas

Conversational AI for Specialty Dealers Including

Automated Appointment Scheduling
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SpinCar’s conversational AI solution

delivers automated shopper

communication via SMS text and email

for specialty dealers of every vehicle type

and size.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, January 18, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- SpinCar, the

global leader in digital merchandising

and engagement technology,

announced today the expansion of its

Sales AI product into specialty vehicle

markets. The announcement was

made at the American International

Motorcycle Expo 2022 in Las Vegas.

SpinCar’s industry-leading

conversational AI solution delivers

automated shopper communication

via SMS text and email for specialty

dealers of every vehicle type and size,

including RV, Powersports, Commercial

Trucking, Machinery & Heavy

Equipment and Marine. 

SpinCar’s Sales AI platform responds

instantly to online inquiries 24 hours a

day, engaging shoppers in personalized, human-like text and email conversations. Sales AI

optimizes shopper engagement and lead conversion rates by ensuring complete and consistent

follow-up for every digital lead that is submitted to a specialty dealer. Through direct integrations

with dealer CRM systems, Sales AI is able to deliver VIN-specific responses as well as automated

showroom appointment scheduling and reminders. The platform improves sales and internet

marketing team efficiency by increasing engagement rates and handing off ready-to-buy

shoppers to sales personnel. Specialty vehicle dealership personal using the platform are able to

focus their efforts on nurturing the highest-value leads and closing deals.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.spincar.com/
https://www.spincar.com/products/sales-ai/
https://www.spincar.com/products/specialty-dealers/


With Sales AI, dealers can

immediately respond to

every inquiry, even during

off-hours, with an engaging

and personalized

conversational experience.”

Devin Daly, Co-Founder and

CEO, SpinCar

As the vehicle shopping journey continues to move online

and labor shortages persist, specialty retailers need more

efficient and cost-effective solutions to engage and nurture

inbound leads. By tailoring machine learning (ML)

algorithms and Natural Language Processing (NLP) models

to the needs of specialty vehicle retailers and shoppers,

SpinCar’s Sales AI platform is now able to deliver

personalized responses specifically related to specialty

vehicles. 

“The demand for instant gratification and always-on communication is increasing exponentially -

particularly for highly emotional, less utilitarian purchases like recreational powersports vehicles,

RVs and marine craft,” said Devin Daly, SpinCar Co-Founder and CEO. “With Sales AI, dealers can

immediately respond to every inquiry, even during off-hours, with an engaging and personalized

conversational experience. The automated follow-up and integrated appointment scheduling

capabilities drive staff productivity and operational efficiency, which is so critical to specialty

dealer performance. The combination of conversational AI technology and enhanced digital

merchandising offers an unbeatable foundation for results, and we’re excited to make these

next-generation capabilities available to specialty retailers.”    

About SpinCar

SpinCar offers vehicle dealers, wholesalers, OEMs, third-party sites and online marketplaces the

industry’s most advanced digital engagement platform. The company’s suite of products build

trust between buyers and sellers by bringing the physical showroom experience to shoppers

wherever and whenever they want. SpinCar’s proprietary shopper behavioral data and digital

technology applications enable vehicle sellers to deliver hyper-personalized interactions across

the entire buying journey. To date, the company has delivered more than 2 billion shopper

interactions across more than 40 countries. To learn more about SpinCar, visit SpinCar.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/560830966
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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